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JUSTICE 1 COMMITTEE

AGENDA

23rd Meeting, 2001 (Session 1)

Tuesday 11 September 2001

The Committee will meet at 1.30 pm in the Chamber.

1. Declaration of interests: The Deputy Convener will invite members to declare
any relevant interests.

2. Election of new Convener: The Committee will elect a new Convener to the
Committee.

3. Items in Private: The Committee will consider whether to take items 5 and 6 in
private.

4. Prisons: The Committee will take evidence on the annual report of HM Chief
Inspector of Prisons for Scotland from—

Clive Fairweather, HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for Scotland, Eric Fairbairn,
HM Deputy Chief Inspector of Prisons, Malcolm McLennan, Inspector, and Dr
David McAllister, Staff Officer.

5. Annual Report: The Committee will consider a draft of its annual report.

6. Legal Aid Inquiry: The Committee will consider the draft report for the inquiry.

Lynn Tullis
Clerk to the Committee, Tel 85246



The following papers are attached for this meeting:

Agenda item 4
Note by the Clerk (private paper)
(HM Chief Inspector of Prisons for Scotland Report for 2000–
2001 attached and Report on HMP and YOI Cornton Vale
attached)

J1/01/23/1

Agenda item 5
Note by the Clerk (private paper) J1/01/23/2

Agenda item 6
Note by the Clerk (private paper) J1/01/23/3

Papers not circulated:

The documents relating to the Scottish Executive consultation on Adults With
Incapacity (Scotland) Act 2000: Implementation of part 5 of the Act (Medical
Treatment and Research) are now available from the Committee Clerks in Room
3.11, Committee Chambers, or from the Scottish Executive web-site at
www.scotland.gov.uk/justice/incapacity/.

The Complaints Against the Police in Scotland consultation paper by the Scottish
Executive Justice Department is now available from the Scottish Executive web-site
on www.scotland.gov.uk/consultations/justice/caps-00.asp.  This consultation relates
to the Committee’s consideration of Petition PE176.

Papers for information circulated for the 23rd meeting, 2001

Correspondence from the Minister for Justice re draft
Freedom of Information (Scotland) Bill

J1/01/23/4

Correspondence from Convener of Equal Opportunities
Committee re concerns of Equal Opportunities Committee in
relation to legal aid

J1/01/23/5

Minutes of 22nd meeting, 2001 J1/01/22/M

http://www.scotland.gov.uk/publications/recent.asp
http://www.scotland.gov.uk/justice/incapacity/
www.scotland.gov.uk/consultations/justice/caps-00.asp
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/parl_bus/petitions/pe176.pdf
http://www.scottish.parliament.uk/official_report/cttee/just1-01/j1mop0619.htm
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Justice 1 Committee

Committee Chambers
George IV Bridge

EDINBURGH EH99 1SP
Tel (clerk): 0131 348 5195

Fax: 0131 348 5252
email (clerk): lynn.tullis@scottish.parliament.uk

Kate MacLean
Convener
Equal Opportunities Committee
Scottish Parliament
Room G10
Committee Chambers
George IV Bridge
EDINBURGH
EH99 1SP

June 2001
Dear Kate,

Legal Aid Inquiry

Thank you for your letter of 18 June regarding concerns of the Equal Opportunities
Committee in relation to legal aid.

In the course of the inquiry, the Committee has been made aware of the need to
consider mechanisms for ensuring advice and representation in those areas of law
not currently dealt with by solicitors and in locations where expertise is not available,
particularly in the area of social welfare law.  As you may be aware, the Committee
took evidence from the Equal Opportunities Commission on 13 March 2001.  In its
evidence, the EOC highlighted the fact that there is a lack of expertise in the area of
sex discrimination and that this is largely because of the absence of legal aid (col
2241).  It was also established that unions and in-house representation are a big
source of advice in this area (col 2243).

The Committee has now heard all the oral evidence it intends to hear and will
consider a draft report after the summer recess.  I will ask the Clerks to circulate your
letter to members of the Committee so that they can consider the issues raised by
your Committee in advance of finalising the report.

Yours sincerely

Alasdair Morgan
Convener
Justice 1 Committee
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Justice 1 Committee

Letter from Colin Lancaster, Head of Policy at SLAB

1. I write to update the Committee on a number of matters that were raised
when we gave evidence to the Committee on 8 May, or have otherwise
arisen in the course of the Committee’s inquiry.

Unchanged figures

2. When we gave evidence, we promised to provide the Committee with a list of
items in the legal aid legislation and regulations that had remained
unchanged for a number of years. The table below lists these items, as well
as showing a rough estimate of each figure in today’s terms i.e. taking
account of inflation since the last uprate. Solicitors’ and advocates’ fees are
not included in the table, as there are many different individual fee items
detailed in the regulations. In brief, solicitors’ fees in civil cases have not
been uprated since 1995, when a small rise was made, largely to
compensate for the abolition of certain additional charges. Fees for criminal
work have not changed since 1992, although fixed payments completely
changed the nature of payments in summary cases when they were
introduced in 1999.

Current
level

Unchanged
since

Uprated for
inflation (approx.)

Disregard in matrimonial cases £2500 1987 £4000

A&A: minimum fee £25 1989 £36

A&A: limit of authorised expenditure £80 1994 £90

A&A: limit of authorised expenditure £150 1994 £170

A&A: disposable capital limit £1000 1992 £1180

A&A: capital dependants’
allowances

£335
£200
£100

1989 £480
£288
£144

Civil: lower disposable capital limit £3000 1983 £5800

Civil: investment income disregard £4/week 1987 £6.40

Civil: reassessment: inc/cap
increase

£750 1989 £1080

Civil: reassessment: income
decrease

£300 1989 £430

Civil: max pensioner capital
disregard

£35000 1992 £41300

Outcome of legally aided cases

3. We also undertook to provide details of the outcome of civil legal aid cases.
This is not information that we produce as standard, but we have extracted



and analysed the relevant data from our computer systems. On the
information available to the Board from solicitors accounts it appears that
around 75% of assisted persons whose cases have concluded in the last
three years have been successful. This means either that decree was
decided in their favour, or that the case settled or was concluded by a minute
of agreement and that the terms of the settlement or minute of agreement
were considered by the assisted person’s solicitor to be in the assisted
person’s favour. It is clearly possible in the latter situation for both parties to
consider themselves successful: our data cannot distinguish such cases. Of
the 25% or so that do not conclude in the assisted person’s favour, only
around one third (i.e. around 8% of the total) were actually decided against
the applicant. The other two thirds were dismissed, abandoned or otherwise
not concluded.

Working Families Tax Credit

4. We were asked by the Committee whether we were able to assess the
impact of disregarding Working Families Tax Credit (WFTC) in the
assessment of the means of applicants for civil legal aid. We have also
received a similar request from the Scottish Executive. The presence of
particular benefits in means assessments is not information that we record
systematically on a case by case basis. We are currently manually collating
and analysing information on WFTC and will forward the results of our work to
the Committee. We hope to have the outcome of this work in October.

Contributions and special urgency

5. We advised the Committee that we were conducting a review of contributions
and of the special urgency provisions. This will be completed shortly and we
will be taking forward our proposals for change to the contributions and
special urgency provisions within the next few weeks.

Fall in civil legal aid applications

6. On a more general question, the Committee was interested in the work we
have been doing to identify the reasons for the fall in applications for civil
legal aid. We are investigating a number of potential factors, including
eligibility for civil legal aid, the impact of contributions, the provision of civil
legal aid services by solicitors and external factors relating to the use of the
courts and approaches to dispute resolution.

7. We will be drawing together all of this research and publishing our findings
towards the end of October.

Issues raised in evidence by others

8. We have read with interest the evidence provided to the Committee by other
interested bodies. We set out below some additional information on a
number of the points made, as well as clarification of the Board’s policy or
practice on other points.

9. Victim Support Scotland: David McKenna suggested at column number
2270 of the Official Report that “victims of crime are able, in theory and
sometimes in practice, to avail themselves of legal aid for advice and



assistance” but that “legal aid does not extend to representation at the
CICAP”. He is correct in the latter point, as advice and assistance does not
cover representation. It may be useful for the Committee to know that advice
and assistance was granted in relation to criminal injuries compensation
5031 times in 2000/01 and 5,812 the year before.

10. ASLAN: Peter Hunter, at column 2286, suggested that “the Scottish Legal
Aid Board and – to be honest – every other body are at a complete loss to
know how to respond to the problem” of gaps in provision. The Board has
itself in the past recognised that such gaps exist and has suggested ways of
addressing the problem – see, for example, our response to the Access to
Justice consultation. However, the real problem is not that we do not know
what to do but that we do not have power under the terms of our Act to do
anything.

11. At column 2288, Mr Hunter comments that “the number of solicitors who are
willing to do advice and assistance work on employment and discrimination
cases is incredibly small”. Our records show that in 1999/00, there were
4629 intimation of advice and assistance in relation to employment matters.
These intimations were submitted by 806 outlets. Clearly, some outlets will
have submitted more intimations than others - some of these may only have
acted in relation to one or two cases – and there will be variations in
coverage across the country.

12. At column 2291, Mr Hunter laments the fact that those who are in employment
instead of on benefit have moved themselves into the contributory band for
legal aid. While this will often be true, the allowances that are made for
applicants’ living expenses – including specifically at least some of the costs
associated with being in employment – may mean that a person with earned
income is assessed as having disposable income at a level that entitles
them to non-contributory legal aid. Indeed, almost 30% of those who are
granted legal aid without a contribution are assessed on the basis of their
disposable income rather than receipt of qualifying benefits.

13. Scottish Women’s Aid: at column 2300, Paul Martin MSP asks Mairead
Tagg how often reassessment of income takes place and later asks whether
it is more frequent in cases involving domestic abuse than in other civil legal
aid cases. Figures recently published in our annual report show that there
were 2025 applications for redetermination of means after grant in 2000/01.
On average, this suggests that they occur in between 10 and 20% of cases.
84% of redeterminations were made in family cases (we do not have
separate figures for domestic abuse cases), which account for 76% of all
grants. This suggests that redeterminations are, therefore, more common in
family cases. While almost 40% of redeterminations result in no change to
the assessed contribution, 10% result in the reduction of a contribution to nil.
However, almost 20% result in changes from no contribution to contribution,
while a small number (around 3%) result in the applicant being found
ineligible. Just under a third of redeterminations result in some change in the
level of the contribution.

14. At column 2301, Mairead Tagg suggests that some women become trapped
in the family home because “her partner’s income will be assessed along
with hers”. Although in most cases the resources of an applicant will be



aggregated with that of their spouse or co-habitee, regulation 11 of the Civil
Legal Aid (Scotland) Regulations 1996 states that:

11. (1) The resources of a person’s spouse shall not be treated as his or her
resources if –

(a) the spouse has a contrary interest in the dispute in respect of which
application for legal aid made; or

(b) the Board is satisfied that the person and the spouse are living separate
and apart.

15. This is an important distinction and one of which we feel the Committee
should be aware.

16. At columns 2302 and 2303 there is discussion of the Board’s assessment of
applications for legal aid in respect of a civil remedy for domestic abuse.
Although there are no particular errors of fact in this discussion we feel it is
important that our policy in such cases is properly set out. This we did in the
course of our own oral evidence to the Committee at column 2440-2441.

17. At column 2304, Ms Tagg mentions cases in which it has taken six or eight
weeks for a woman to learn whether she is to get what she needs (civil legal
aid). It should be pointed out that in these sorts of cases, solicitors are able to
act under the special urgency provisions (see below re the evidence of the
Glasgow Bar Association).

18. At column 2307, Ms Johnson quotes Scottish Women’s Aid’s response to
Access to Justice where it states that “whether or not the application is
‘reasonable’ is entirely founded on the cost factor at present and decided on
the basis of whether a client with adequate means would be likely to
proceed”. This is not accurate, as the Board has a wide discretion when
considering whether it is reasonable to make legal aid available to an
applicant. A wide range of factors may be presented which affect
reasonableness. For example, an application may raise questions as to the
prospects of success, prospects of recovering property, whether the cost of
the case is likely to outweigh any financial benefit to the applicant, whether
there is an issue in dispute, or whether a privately paying client of modest
means would reasonably be advised to litigate in the same circumstances. It
is, therefore, inaccurate to suggest that the only factor the Board considers is
cost. Where issues of cost arise, they are considered in relation to other
factors (for example, the prospects of success).

19. Glasgow Bar Association: at column 2315, Vincent Smith describes the
difficulties faced by solicitors in carrying the burden of cases, including
perhaps “three, four or five medical reports”, for years until the matter is
brought to a conclusion and payment is made by the Board. In civil legal aid
there are currently arrangements which help reduced the funding burden on
solicitors.

20. First, there is a reimbursement of outlays scheme whereby solicitors can ask
the Board to reimburse outlays incurred at any time during the life of a civil
legal aid case, where those outlays have, or will, exceed £150. Where the
solicitor previously provided the client with advice and assistance,



reimbursement of outlays can also be sought once civil legal aid is granted,
provided that the advice and assistance outlays exceed £100 and the civil
legal aid outlays exceed £50 (£150 in total). However, there is no
arrangement for reimbursement of outlays in cases involving only advice and
assistance. Fees and outlays can only be paid on completion of the work.
This can mean in some cases the solicitor could be out of pocket for a
considerable period of time.

21. Second, in long running civil legal aid cases, payments to account may be
made in accordance with the regulations. Payment can be made of up to
75% of the fees earned where the hearing on evidence exceeds 20 days of 2
years have elapsed since the grant of civil legal aid.

22. At column 2316, Gerard MacMillan suggests that a consequence of the
introduction of fixed payments is a difficulty in obtaining reports from experts.
He provides the example of a psychologist who is unwilling to provide a
report for the £250 allowed by the Board when he said the work would cost
£500. There are two points here. Firstly, it is misleading to suggest that this
problem has anything to do with the introduction of fixed payments. Outlays
such as the costs of experts’ reports are paid over and above the fixed
payment: there can be no suggestion therefore that fixed payments in this
respect prevent solicitors from conducting cases properly.

23. Secondly, the problem to which Mr MacMillan refers is one that is not of the
Board’s making. As set out in our oral evidence at columns 2424 and 2429,
the Board is tied to paying Crown rates for experts in criminal cases, which
means that in cases such as that to which Mr MacMillan refers we are quite
simply not able to pay the amounts requested.

24. At column 2321, in response to a question from Maureen Macmillan MSP
about the frequency with which the Board will refuse civil legal aid in domestic
abuse situations on the ground that the police should be dealing with the
matter, Mr Smith responds: “as often as SLAB can get away with it”. Although
this may well simply have been an off-the-cuff remark, we are concerned that
the Committee may still be left with the impression that the Board has some
sort of incentive to refuse legal aid wherever possible. Our task is to grant
legal aid to those who are eligible where it is reasonable for us to do so. As
noted above, our position on domestic abuse cases was set out in our oral
evidence at column 2440-2441.

25. Finally, at columns 2322 and 2323, there is a discussion of the difficulties the
legal aid system causes in cases in which a solicitor would wish to act quickly
to protect a client’s position. In particular, a difficulty was identified where “ at
the end of the day the Legal Aid Board does not grant full legal aid” or “two
months down the line, the Legal Aid Board comes back and says, “Sorry, but
we’ll not pay you for that”.”

26. What is perhaps missing from this account is the existence of regulation 18
of the Civil Legal Aid (Scotland) Regulations 1996. We have previously
written to the Committee setting out the operation of this provision and would
refer you to that paper for a full explanation. In brief, regulation 18 specifically
provides for the taking of certain specified steps in cases of special urgency
without the need to apply to the Board before acting. In addition, it allows the



solicitor to apply to the Board for certification that he is able to take other
steps. In neither scenario does the Board need to determine a full civil legal
aid application at that point. These provisions exist so that a solicitor can be
in court within an hour in the very situation described by Mr Smith.

27. The possibility that the Board may subsequently refuse full legal aid does not
mean that the solicitor will not be paid for the work already done: such
payment is specifically provided for by way of a Determination by the
Secretary of State, under which the Board may pay for work that is “actually,
necessarily and reasonably done”. While this may mean that certain items of
work done by a solicitor may not be paid, this will normally be on the basis
that it was not necessary or reasonable to carry out the work at the time.
While the solicitor will be paid for the work necessary to take the steps
specified in the regulations or for which certification is granted, the solicitor
should wait until a full civil legal aid application has been determined before
taking additional (non-urgent) steps. In other words, as the name implies, the
special urgency provisions allow the solicitor to carry out the urgent work, but
do not provide carte blanche for a solicitor to take subsequent non-urgent
steps i.e. steps that could await the determination of a full legal aid
application. If additional urgent steps are required before the application is
determined, the solicitor can again use the provisions to take such steps as
have become necessary.

28. The special urgency provisions are used in a large percentage of civil legal
aid cases to cover work which is required before a civil legal aid application
is determined by the Board. We are, however, aware that there are
difficulties with the special urgency conditions in some circumstances. As we
have previously advised the Committee, there are particular difficulties for
some applicants from whom a contribution is required by solicitors. As
referred to above, we have carried out research into these problems and are
currently reviewing the operation of these provisions. We will shortly be
consulting on our proposed changes.

29. Once again, we would like to thank the Committee for giving us the
opportunity to provide evidence for the inquiry and to provide follow-up
information. We will provide the additional information referred to above as
soon as it becomes available.


